We discuss the implementation of the "direct" maximal center gauge (a gauge which maximizes the lattice average of the squared-modulus of the trace of link variables), and its use in identifying Z 2 center vortices in Yang-Mills vacuum configurations generated by lattice Monte Carlo. We find that center vortices identified in the vacuum state account for the full asymptotic string tension. Scaling of vortex densities with lattice coupling, change in vortex size with cooling, and sensitivity to Gribov copies is discussed. Preliminary evidence is presented, on small lattices, for center dominance in SU(3) lattice gauge theory.
Introduction
In a number of recent articles and conference proceedings [1] [2] [3] we have presented numerical evidence in favor of the Center Vortex theory of confinement, which was put forward in the late 1970's [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Our most important tool is the use of the maximal center gauge, which, combined with "center projection," allows us to identify the locations of center vortices in thermalized lattice gauge-field configurations. It is found that these vortices, by themselves, account for the entire asymptotic string tension ("center dominance"). We have also found evidence [2] that the monopoles of the maximum abelian gauge lie along the center vortices in a monopole-antimonopole chain, and that their non-abelian field strength, above the vacuum average, is almost entirely oriented in the vortex direction. This opens the way to explain abelian dominance, and monopole condensation, in terms of more fundamental underlying vortex configurations. Finally, in ref. [9] , we have argued that the Casimir scaling of higher representation string tensions, formerly a very strong argument against the center vortex theory, can in fact be understood in terms of center vortices. Independent arguments in favor of the center vortex theory have been presented by Kovács and Tomboulis [10] , who follow a rather different approach but reach similar conclusions.
In this article we will explain, in section 2, the actual implementation of the "direct" maximal center gauge, which underlies much of our work, and review the evidence, in the direct gauge, that center vortices are responsible for quark confinement. 1 We go on to study (section 3) how vortex configurations are affected by cooling the lattice, and then take up issues related to Gribov copies (section 4). Some preliminary evidence for center dominance in SU(3) lattice gauge theory is presented in section 5, followed by a summary of our results in section 6.
Center Vortices and Confinement
Our procedure for locating center vortices in thermalized lattice configurations was inspired by earlier work on abelian projection in maximal abelian gauge [11] . The idea is to fix a gauge (the maximal center gauge) which, in the case of SU(2) gauge theory, reduces the full SU(2) gauge symmetry to the center subgroup Z 2 . "Center projection" is a mapping of the full gauge field configuration U µ (x) onto a configuration Z µ (x) = ±1, transforming as a Z 2 gauge field under the residual Z 2 symmetry. The excitations of a Z 2 gauge field are (thin) center vortices, and these are used to locate thick center vortices in the full, unprojected gauge-field configuration U µ (x), as explained below.
In fact we have introduced two versions of the maximal center gauge; an "indirect" version, in refs. [1, 12] , and a "direct" maximal center gauge in ref. [2] . The indirect gauge is a further gauge-fixing within maximal abelian gauge, which reduces the residual U(1) gauge symmetry to Z 2 . One begins by fixing to maximal abelian gauge, defined as the gauge which maximizes
leaving a residual U(1) symmetry. This gauge makes the link variables as diagonal as possible. Abelian link variables are extracted from the diagonal elements of the full link variables, rescaled to restore unitarity:
These variables transform under the residual symmetry like U(1) gauge field link variables. The indirect maximal center gauge uses this residual symmetry to bring the A-link variables as close as possible to SU(2) center elements ±I, by maximizing the lattice average of cos 2 (θ). Center projection is then achieved by identifying
The gauge is "indirect" in the sense that the center is maximized in the abelian link variable A, rather than directly in the full link variable U. String tensions can be extracted from the center-projected configurations and, although agreement with the asymptotic string tension of the full configurations is not too bad, significantly better results are obtained in the direct maximal center gauge, as will be seen below. The direct maximal center gauge, in SU(2) gauge theory, is defined as the gauge which brings the full link variables U as close as possible to the center elements ±I, by maximizing the quantity R =
x,µ
with center projection defined by
Again, the projected Z µ (x) field transforms as a gauge field under the residual Z 2 symmetry. Before going on to discuss numerical results obtained in this gauge, we must first discuss how to implement it.
Fixing to direct maximal center gauge
The gauge-fixing is accomplished by over-relaxation [13] . Beginning with a thermalized but non-gauge-fixed lattice, we sweep through the lattice site by site. At each site x, one needs to find the gauge transformation g which maximizes the local quantity
Denote
where the choice of signs in front of the various terms proportional to i is made for convenience.
Then
We have to maximize this quantity subject to the constraint that g is unitary. To this end, introduce a Lagrange multiplierR
Then the conditions for a maximum satisfying the constraint, obtained by differentiating R, are
This can be written as an eigenvalue equation
where
and the unitarity constraint is the normalization condition
At this point, the problem of finding g boils down to finding the eigenvectors of a 4 × 4 real symmetric matrix, which is achieved by standard methods. There are four eigenvectors corresponding to four stationary points. The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the gauge transformation g maximizing R x at site x. The next step is to apply the over-relaxation algorithm. We transform the links touching site x not by g(x) but by g ω (x), where g = g 4 I − i g · σ = cos(φ)I − i n · σ sin(φ) g ω = cos(ωφ)I − i n · σ sin(ωφ) (14) and we use ω = 1.7 [13] . This procedure is applied at each site of the lattice, sweeping through the lattice several hundred times. The algorithm stops when a convergence criterion is satisfied. Our criterion is that the lattice average of ( 1 2 TrU) 2 changes by less than 0.00015 after 50 gauge-fixing sweeps.
Finally, it must be noted that maximal center gauge, like the Coulomb, Landau, and maximal abelian gauges, is afflicted with Gribov copies. To alleviate the problem, we make several gauge copies of the original configuration by applying random gauge transformations, and then gauge fix each copy. The gauge-fixed copy with the largest value of R is chosen for data-taking. In practice, three gauge copies seems sufficient, in the sense that we don't improve the average value of R very much (or change the final results) by making more copies.
All of the data reported below was obtained in the direct maximal center gauge. A portion of those results, displayed in Figures 1-7 below, are similar to results obtained previously in the indirect version of maximal center gauge [1] .
Projection vortices locate center vortices
Having fixed to the direct maximal center gauge by this procedure, we obtain the corresponding center-projected configuration (a Z 2 lattice gauge field), from (5) . The excitations of any Z 2 gauge field are line-like (D=3) or surface-like (D=4) vortices on the dual lattice. We refer to these excitations, in the center-projected configurations, as "projection vortices" or just "P-vortices." The question is whether P-vortices in the projected configuration are in any way related to the existence of center vortices in the full, unprojected lattice configuration.
In order to study this question, we introduce the concept of vortex-limited Wilson loops W n (x). We say that a plaquette is pierced by a P-vortex if, upon going to maximal center gauge and center-projecting, the projected plaquette has the value −1. Likewise, a given lattice surface is pierced by n P-vortices if n plaquettes of the surface are pierced by Pvortices. As a Monte Carlo simulation proceeds, the number of P-vortices piercing any given surface will vary. Define W n (C) to be the Wilson loop evaluated on a sub-ensemble of configurations, selected such that precisely n P-vortices, in the corresponding centerprojected configurations, pierce the minimal area of the loop. It should be emphasized here that the center projection is used only to select the data set. The Wilson loops themselves are evaluated using the full, unprojected link variables. In practice, to compute W n (C), the procedure is to generate thermalized lattice configurations by the usual Monte Carlo algorithm, and fix to maximal center gauge as described above. For each independent configuration one then examines each rectangular loop on the lattice of a given size; those with n P-vortices piercing the loop are evaluated, the others are skipped.
The test for whether (thin) P-vortices in the projected configuration correspond to (thick) center vortices in the full, unprojected SU(2) gauge-field configuration is whether the behavior W n (C)
is found in the limit of large loop area. The reasoning behind this test has been given elsewhere [1, 2] , but for completeness we repeat the argument here. Vortices are created by discontinuous gauge transformations. Suppose loop C, parametrized by x µ (τ ), τ ∈ [0, 1], encircles n vortices. At the point of discontinuity
The corresponding vector potential, in the neighborhood of loop C can be decomposed as
with the inhomogenous term dropped at the point of discontinuity. Then
In the region of the loop C, the vortex background looks locally like a gauge transformation. If all other fluctuations δA (n) µ are basically short-range, then they should be oblivious, in the neighborhood of the loop C, to the presence or absence of vortices in the middle of the loop. In that case, if we have correctly identified the vortex contribution, then
for sufficiently large loops, and eq. (15) follows immediately. The validity of eq. (15) then constitutes a test of whether P-vortices, which we are using to select the subscript n of W n (C), actually locate center vortices in the unprojected configurations. Figure 1 shows the ratio W 1 /W 0 , with the single P-vortex associated with W 1 located at (or touching) the center of the loop. Likewise, Fig. 2 shows the ratio W 2 /W 0 , with the two P-vortices for W 2 located near the center of the loop. Both figures were obtained from a simulation on a 14 4 lattice at β = 2.3 (400 configurations separated by 100 sweeps), and both appear to be quite consistent with the limiting behavior (15) . 2 For very large loops, the fraction of configurations in which no vortex pierces the loop (the subensemble used to compute W 0 ) becomes very small. So as a further check, using all the configurations, we define W evn (C) to be the Wilson loop evaluated in sub-ensemble in which only even (including zero) numbers of P-vortices pierce the minimal area, while W odd (C) is the corresponding quantity for odd numbers of P-vortices. For a very large loop, the fraction of configurations used to evaluate W evn (C), denoted P evn (C), and the fraction P odd (C) used to evaluate W odd (C), should each approach 50% of the total configurations. This is in fact the case, as seen in Fig. 3 . If P-vortices in the projected lattice are associated with center vortices in the unprojected lattice, then we would expect, by the same argument leading to eq. (15), that 
in the limit of large loop area. That also appears to be the case, as seen in Fig. 4 . The conclusion is that P-vortices in center-projected lattice configurations obtained in direct maximal center gauge serve to locate thick center vortices in the full, unprojected, lattice gauge field configuration. It is well to bear in mind, however, that we have no real understanding of why this technique finds center vortices; our confidence is based entirely on the numerical results shown in this and the following sections.
No vortices means no area law
The fact that center vortices can be identified in the gauge-field vacuum does not necessarily imply that vortices are important for the confinement mechanism. There is, however, a simple test of their relevance. Let us define χ n (I, J) as the Creutz ratio extracted from the vortex-limited loops W n (C). If the presence or absence of center vortices crossing the minimal spanning surface of a loop is unrelated to the area-law falloff, then we would naturally expect, at least for large loops, that
where χ(I, J) is the usual Creutz ratio with no restriction on numbers of vortices. In fact, the above equation is entirely wrong, as seen in Fig. 5 . When Wilson loops are evaluated in subensembles in which no vortices cross the minimal area of the loop, the string tension vanishes.
As a further test, we may consider loops pierced by even (or zero) numbers of vortices. According to the center vortex theory, the asymptotic string tension is entirely due to fluctuations in the number of center vortices piercing the surface of the loop. The asymptotic effect of creating a vortex piercing (once or an odd number of times) the loop surface is to multiply the loop by a center element, i.e. in SU(2)
and therefore the area-law falloff is due, asymptotically, to a delicate cancellation between configurations with even (or zero) numbers of vortices piercing the loop (which gives a positive average contribution), and configurations with odd numbers of vortices piercing the loop (which gives a negative average contribution). In fact, we have already seen some evidence of this cancellation in Fig. 4 , where the value of the full loop W (C) is much smaller than the magnitudes of either the even or the odd components W evn (C), W odd (C).
More quantitatively, if we evaluate Creutz ratios χ evn (I, J) evaluated from the even-vortex (W evn ) contribution alone, the vortex theory predicts that 
Center vortices generate the full asymptotic string tension
From the previous results, we deduce that the confining properties of lattice gauge-field configurations are strongly correlated with distribution of center vortices. The final check is whether these vortices account for the entire asymptotic string tension, as predicted by the center vortex theory. We have already seen that the asymptotic effect of n vortices piercing the middle of a large loop is to contribute a factor (−1) n to the loop value. In that case, the expectation value of a large Wilson loop can be factored into two components: (i) a factor W vor (C) due to the effect of vortices crossing the minimal area, far from the perimeter of the loop; and (ii) a factor W per (C) due to short-range fluctuations (denoted δA (n) in eq. (17)) around the vortex background, near the loop perimeter. Asymptotically, for large-area loops, the vortex theory predicts that W (C) → W vor (C)W per (C) W vor (C) = < (−1) n > n = no. of vortices piercing C
Since W per (C) should behave asymptotically like W evn (C) or |W odd (C)|, it does not have an area-law falloff, and the entire string tension must be due to W vor (C). But if, as we 
where the product of links ZZ...Z on the projected lattice is taken around loop C. Therefore,
• if P-vortices locate center vortices, and
• if the center vortex theory is correct;
• then the string tension of center projected loops should exactly match the asymptotic string tension of the full theory. 
with σ/ √ Λ = 58. There are two aspects of this plot which are worth noting in particular. First, unlike a standard plot in the unprojected theory, the Creutz ratios almost fall on top of one another, starting at R = 2. This is not so surprising, from the point of view of the vortex theory. The short range gluonic fluctuations which give rise to the Coulombic potential have been eliminated (these would contribute to W per (C)); only the fluctuations in vortex number, which give rise to a linear potential, remain. Second, even χ (1, 1) , which is just the logarithm of the center-projected plaquette, appears to be scaling. This fact, as we will see, is related to the scaling of the vortex density. Scaling of the center-projected string tension is not sufficient for our purposes; what is necessary is that the actual value of the string tension, at every β, agrees with the value for the asymptotic string tension of the unprojected configurations. This is also what we find. Figure 8 shows our data (triangles) in the scaling region, for Creutz ratios χ(R, R) of center-projected Wilson loops, as compared to the value for the full theory of the asymptotic string tension. 3 The values for the full theory (solid lines), with associated error bars (dashed lines), are taken from Bali et al. [14] . This agreement of the center-projected and full asymptotic string tension persists into the strong coupling regime (see Fig. 17 below). 
Scaling of the center vortex density
Finally, we consider the density of vortices. In the vortex theory of confinement, vortices must be "condensed" in the sense that the average extension of a vortex is on the order of the lattice size itself. Its easy to see why. Suppose the opposite were true, i.e. that there were some upper limit to vortex extension, and that almost all vortices, in a very large lattice, would fit inside a hypercube of side length L. Now consider R × T Wilson loops with R, T >> L. Then only vortices within a distance L of the loop perimeter could be linked to the loop, and this would lead asymptotically to a perimeter-law, rather than area-law, falloff.
If vortices are physical objects, their density should scale with β in some appropriate way. P-vortices are located somewhere near the middle of "thick" center vortices in the unprojected lattice, and these P-vortices have the topology of surfaces in D=4 dimensions. If center vortices scale correctly, P-vortices should also scale. The proper asymptotic scaling of P-vortex densities in the indirect maximal center gauge was reported recently by Langfeld et al. [15] . We can also observe this scaling in the direct center gauge in a rather simple way: We first define p to be the fraction, and N vor to be the total number, of center projected plaquettes with value −1. N vor is also the total area of all P-vortices on the dual lattice, and we denote by N T the total number of all plaquettes on the lattice. Then
where a is the lattice spacing. The upshot is that p, which is the fraction of plaquettes pierced by P-vortices (equals the probability that any given plaquette is pierced by a Pvortex) should scale like the string tension. Return now to the Creutz ratio plot in Fig. 7 , and in particular the data for the centerprojected χ(1, 1), where χ(1, 1) = − log W cp (1, 1)
where the "cp" subscript indicates that this is the center-projected Wilson loop. It is easy to see that
From the behavior of χ(1, 1), which seems to (at least roughly) parallel the straight line shown, we see that p does appear to scale correctly. However, since (30) is approximate, it is better to plot the precise value of the P-vortex density
versus coupling β, as shown in Fig. 9 . The straight line is the asymptotic freedom expression (last line of eq. (27)), with the choice ρ/(6Λ 2 ) = 50. The scaling of P-vortex densities, at the larger β values, is rather compelling. There seems little doubt that P-vortices are locating physical, surface-like objects in the full Yang-Mills vacuum; objects which we have identified, in section 2.2 above, as center vortices. 
Cooled Vortices
It has been argued persuasively by Teper [16] that the lattice cooling procedure can never, in a finite number of cooling steps, remove the asymptotic string tension extracted from sufficiently large Wilson loops. However, as the number of cooling steps increases, the area-law falloff sets in at increasingly large loop sizes; this means that for a lattice of any fixed volume, confinement is eventually lost. We would like to understand, in the vortex picture, how it is that the area law is lost for smaller loops while being preserved for larger loops, after a finite number of cooling steps.
To answer this question, we need to know what happens to vortices as the lattice is cooled. As before, we use P-vortices found on the uncooled lattice to locate the center vortices, and to count the number of times n that vortices pierce a given lattice surface. The lattice is then cooled, using the constrained cooling procedure of Campostrini et al. [17] , and we can study what has happened to the configurations identified on the uncooled lattice. The first quantity of interest is W 1 /W 0 , where the Wilson loops are evaluated on subensembles of the cooled, unprojected lattice, and the P-vortices are identified on the uncooled lattice. The result, from 0-20 cooling steps at β = 2.3, is shown in Fig. 10 (all data in this section was obtained on a 16 4 lattice). A rough guide to the thickness of a vortex is the loop size for which W 1 /W 0 ≈ 0. According to Fig. 10 , this happens for 2 × 3 loops at cooling step 0, 3 × 4 loops at cooling step 5, and 4 × 5 loops at cooling step 10. The simplest interpretation is that the vortices become thicker as the cooling proceeds, with W 1 /W 0 reaching its asymptotic value at ever larger distance scales.
The thickening of vortices with cooling explains how the area law is lost for smaller loops, but retained asymptotically for sufficiently large loops. The asymptotic string tension is only obtained for loops whose dimensions are significantly larger than the vortex thickness; there is no area law falloff for loops whose size is very much smaller than the vortex thickness. 4 Thus, as cooling begins, loops whose size is comparable to the vortex thickness lose their area-law falloff while the string tension of larger loops is unchanged. As cooling proceeds, vortex thickness increases, and the area law is lost for still bigger loops. However, after any number of cooling steps, there will always be loops (on a sufficiently large lattice) whose extension is large compared to the cooled vortex thickness, and whose asymptotic string tension is untouched. This picture is supported by the data for χ 0 (R, R) vs. χ(R, R) after 5 cooling steps (Fig. 11) , and after 10 cooling steps (Fig. 12 ), again at β = 2.3. These figures should be compared with Fig. 5 above, which shows the same quantities on an uncooled lattice. We notice, particularly after 10 cooling steps, that the Creutz ratios for small loops have been drastically reduced. However, as R increases, the standard Creutz ratio χ(R, R) rises and seems to level out near the usual value of the asymptotic string tension at β = 2.3. On the other hand, the zero-vortex Creutz ratio χ 0 (R, R) is again tending to zero for large loops. At 0 cooling steps (Fig. 5 ), χ 0 (R, R) ≈ 0 at R = 5. At 5 and 10 cooling steps, χ 0 (5, 5) > 0, although the trend towards zero at increasing loop size is clear. A rough guess is that χ 0 (R, R) ≈ 0 for R such that W 1 /W 0 ≈ −1.
The message of figures 10-12 is that the vortices are still present on cooled lattices, and are still essential to confinement. However, the asymptotic values W 1 /W 0 → −1 and χ 0 → 0 are obtained only at increasingly large loop area, as the number of cooling steps increases. This behavior, as well as the loss of area law falloff for smaller loops with cooling, seems to be nicely explained as being due to the "thickening" of the vortex core (which is the region of the center vortex which cannot be represented by a gauge transformation with discontinuity (16)).
As just explained, our strategy is to locate the configurations of interest on the uncooled lattice, and then study what happens to these configurations as the lattice is cooled. But it is also interesting to ask whether our procedure for finding the center vortices, i.e. maximal center gauge combined with center projection, also works on the cooled lattices. The answer is "no." In Fig. 13 we show how the P-vortex density p of eq. (27) falls drastically with cooling, if the P-vortices are identified by gauge-fixing and center-projecting the cooled lattice. A corresponding falloff is found in the Creutz ratios χ cp (R, R) of center-projected loops, with increasing cooling step, as seen, e.g., in Fig. 14 for R = 5 . There is no trace of the typical "plateau" in string tension over some finite number of cooling steps, found in plotting the usual Creutz ratios. We have also computed χ cp (R, R) on lattices that have been "smoothed" according to the procedure in ref. [18] , and find that the center-projected Creutz ratios are reduced by about a factor of three on the smoothed lattices, as compared to the original lattices. 5 Very similar phenomena have been reported in maximal abelian gauge, in refs. [19, 20] .
We stress, however, that the center vortices themselves, on a large lattice, are not removed by cooling. That fact seems evident in Fig. 10-12 . What is lost on the cooled lattice is the efficacy of center-projection in finding all of the vortices. This suggests that our procedure for locating center vortices is sensitive not only to long-range fluctuations, but also to short-range features of some kind that are associated with these vortices. It would be interesting to know what these short-range features are. 6 This question is under investigation, and we hope to return to it in a future publication.
Gribov Copies
The over-relaxation method of gauge-fixing, described in section 2, is not guaranteed to find the absolute maximum of the quantity R in eq. (4); in general it will only find a local maximum. This is the well known "Gribov problem," which also afflicts the Coulomb, Landau, and maximal abelian gauges. It was in order to alleviate the problem that we have made three random gauge copies of each configuration used for data taking, and gauge-fixed each to obtain three "Gribov copies." We then used the Gribov copy with the largest value of R.
Since Gribov copies of a given lattice configuration are not identical, it is interesting to study by how much, on average, they differ. In particular, to what extent are the (5, 5) , corresponding to the drop in p, with cooling step. positions of P-vortices correlated from copy to copy? If there is no correlation, then we can hardly rely on P-vortices to locate physical objects (i.e. the thick center vortices). On the other hand, some variation in the position of P-vortices, from copy to copy, should be permissible. Center vortices are rather thick, extended objects, and the precise "middle" surface of such configurations, which P-vortices are supposed to locate, may be somewhat ill-defined.
To investigate quantitatively the correlation of vortices in different Gribov copies, we do the following: A Monte Carlo simulation is run at a given β, taking data every 100 sweeps, and making 4 copies of each configuration chosen for data taking. The two "best" Gribov copies (in the sense of having the largest R values) are center-projected, and we denote the projected configurations by Z ′ µ (x) and Z ′′ µ (x), with corresponding center-projected Wilson loops
Then we compute the expectation value of the loop product
If the correlation of P-vortices in the two Gribov copies were perfect, then
and therefore < W ′ (C)W ′′ (C) >= 1 perfect correlation
At the other extreme, if there were no correlation at all between the P-vortex positions in the two Gribov copies, then
where σ is the string tension of the center-projected loops (same as the asymptotic tension of the unprojected loops). Small variations in P-vortex position among different Gribov copies are most likely to lead to a perimeter law falloff of the loop product (33), at least in the limit of large loop area. Consider, for example, the following simple model: Take an I × J Wilson planar loop and assign to each of the plaquettes in its plane, both inside and outside the loop, a value +1 with probability (1 − f ), and −1 with probability f . Each such configuration is supposed to represent a particular "Gribov copy" of center-projected plaquettes in the plane, and the value of the Wilson loop is W ′ cp (I, J) = (−1) n ′ , where n ′ is the number of negative plaquettes in the minimal area. It is not hard to see, since the plaquettes are assumed to be uncorrelated, that, averaging over many configurations gives
where σ = − log(1 − 2f ) (the assumption that nearby plaquettes are completely uncorrelated is the main unrealistic feature of this model). From a given configuration of ±1 plaquettes, we construct a second "Gribov copy" by allowing negative plaquettes to change their position by, at most, one lattice spacing. Then only changes in position of negative plaquettes bordering the loop perimeter can cause the loop product to differ from +1. Assign to a negative plaquette on the perimeter a probability q to cross into the loop, if it were outside, or to cross outside the loop, if it were inside. 7 The new value of the loop is (−1) n ′′ , where n ′′ is the number of negative plaquettes inside the loop in the second "Gribov copy." One then finds that in this model, defining N ≡ 4(I + J),
which is a perimeter-law falloff.
The above argument should also go through if the P-vortex positions vary by more than one lattice spacing among Gribov copies, so long as the variation is small compared to the size of the loop. If the variation in P-vortex position is comparable to the thickness of the center vortex, then our best chance to see perimeter-law falloff in the loop product (33), for comparatively small-size loops, will be at smaller values of coupling β, where the vortex is relatively thin in lattice units. We have therefore chosen to do our simulation at a value of β = 2.1 which is just past the strong-to-weak coupling crossover. Figures 15 and 16 show our Monte Carlo results at β = 2.1 on a 14 4 lattice, with data from 400 configurations separated by 100 sweeps between configurations. Triangles show the data for loop products < W ′ (C)W ′′ (C) >, plotted vs. loop area, while the crosses are the values for no correlation, i.e. < W ′ (C) >< W ′′ (C) >. The loop products are clearly far above the uncorrelated value and, from Fig. 15 , do not seem consistent with an area-law falloff. In Fig. 16 the loop product is plotted vs. loop perimeter. The straight line is drawn, somewhat arbitrarily, through data points at perimeter = 10, 18. It appears that the falloff in the loop product with perimeter is quite compatible with perimeter-law falloff, as predicted in our simple model.
These results indicate that the variation in P-vortex position among different Gribov copies is relatively small -perhaps on the order of the vortex thickness, although we have not quantified this -and leads asymptotically only to a perimeter-law falloff for the loop product < W ′ (C)W ′′ (C) >, indicating a strong correlation among Gribov copies.
First Results in SU(3)
All results presented in the previous sections support the idea that thick Z 2 vortices are the configurations dominating the SU(2) Yang-Mills vacuum. However, the vortex mechanism should not be specific to the SU(2) gauge group. In nature quarks appear in three colors, so a very urgent question is whether the observed phenomena survive the transition from SU(2) to SU(3).
The maximal center gauge in SU(3) gauge theory is defined as the gauge which brings link variables U as close as possible to elements of its center Z 3 = {e −2iπ/3 I, I, e 2iπ/3 I}. This can be achieved e.g. by maximizing the quantity
or
We will concentrate here on the first choice. Center projection then amounts to replacing full link variable U µ (x) by Z µ (x), the closest center element. The residual unfixed local gauge symmetry is that of Z 3 .
Fixing to the maximal center gauge in SU(3) gauge theory turns out to be much more difficult and computationally intensive than in the case of SU (2) . The reason is that we have not succeeded in reducing the maximization to an underlying linear algebra problem as in SU(2) (see Section 2.1). We thus resorted to the method of simulated annealing [21, 22] , which was used for maximal abelian gauge fixing by Bali et al. [23] . However, this method of maximal center gauge fixing converges to the maximum of R, Eq. (39), very slowly, which has forced us thus far to restrict simulations to small lattice sizes and to strong coupling. Tests of a more efficient maximization procedure are in progress.
Before discussing the strong coupling results for SU(3), let us first show analogous data from SU(2) gauge theory. In Figure 17 we plot values of center-projected Wilson loops W (I, J) in maximal center gauge for β ≤ 2.5. Broken lines connecting data points are just meant to guide the eye. Solid lines represent result of the lowest-order strong-coupling expansion (for unprojected loops)
Monte Carlo data for projected loops agree with the lowest-order strong coupling expansion up to about β = 1.5. Our first results from SU(3) lattice gauge theory simulations come from an 8 4 lattice, for β values 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 5.4 and 5.6. Figure 18 shows center-projected Wilson loops together with the standard strong-coupling expansion to leading and next-to-leading order:
The data agree with lowest-order strong-coupling expansion up to β ≃ 2; when next-toleading term is taken into account, the agreement extends up to β = 4. • Monopole loops lie on P-vortices [2] . Monopoles, identified in the maximal abelian gauge, lie along center vortices, found in the indirect maximal center gauge, in a monopole-antimonopole chain. The non-abelian field strength of monopole cubes, above the lattice average, is directed almost entirely along the associated center vortices. Monopoles appear to be rather undistinguished regions of vortices, and may simply be artifacts of the abelian projection, as explained in ref. [2] .
• Center vortices are compatible with Casimir scaling [9] .
The "Casimir scaling" of the string tension of higher representation Wilson loops, at intermediate distance scales, has long been considered incompatible with the center vortex theory. Very recently, however, it has been argued that Casimir scaling is explained in terms of center vortices, if we take into account the fact that center vortices, unlike Pvortices, have a thickness which may be much greater than one lattice spacing. 8 These results support the view that center vortices are responsible for quark confinement.
